
In this fourth article of our series on infrastructure investment, we take a look at the discussion 
around prescribed assets in South Africa. Should legislation be formally tabled in this regard, such 
assets would need to be structured as attractive investment opportunities to attract domestic and 
foreign investors into the full spectrum of infrastructure assets in South Africa. 
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Our purpose at Atleha is to help ordinary South Africans save and invest for a  
better tomorrow.

We do this through Financial Sector Code (FSC)-compliant awareness and interactive 
education programmes focused on retirement fund trustees, management committee 

members and fund members. With education initiatives, such as this short article, we aim 
to provide summarised and simplified technical content as it relates to retirement funds.

We would like to thank Prescient and the ASISA Foundation for funding this  
short article series.
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The term “prescribed assets” refers to a government policy 
that requires investors, like retirement funds, to hold a certain 
amount of investments in government-specified assets, 
such as government or state-owned entities’ (SOEs’) bonds.
These assets could be issued by SOEs for more direct or 

standalone projects, such as a highway, power plant or other 
specific public infrastructure initiative, or by the government 
directly for “general purposes”, such as funding transport or 
water infrastructure.

The ANC’s 2019 election manifesto proposed the 
introduction of prescribed assets on financial institution 
funds, but to date no official regulation or legislation has 
been tabled – leaving many questions as to the form this 
would take.

Currently, the primary concern around implementing 
prescription in South Africa is that it leads the country’s 

savings (insurance and retirement fund assets collectively 
representing R6.2tr per ASISA figures) becoming an 
instrument of state policy, and so avoids the investment 
discipline of financial markets and the fiduciary responsibility 
of trustees and their appointed asset managers, in turn 
resulting in lower-than-expected market returns for 
investors.

• Likely forced investment in SOEs, which have been 
plagued by mismanagement and lack of delivery.

• Limiting investment decisions: Prescription is at 
odds with the fiduciary duty of those entrusted with 
the responsible management of retirement fund 
members’ savings.

• Interfering with capital allocation function of 
capital markets: Forcing the market to invest in 
assets producing lower-than-traditional market 
returns and/or forced investment in high-risk 
assets removes the competition for funding and the 
performance incentive, as well as depriving more 
deserving projects of much-needed finance.

• Inflation and real returns: Forced investment into 
specific assets pushes up the price, or pulls down 
yield, resulting in artificially low interest rates. This 
pushes them down to below inflation rates, resulting 
in negative real returns for investors. This results in 
‘cheap money’, which distorts the asset allocation 
process further and causes higher rates of inflation.

• Investors should be free to change their investments 
to adapt to changing markets conditions and 
investment goals.

• SA’s credit rating will be negatively impacted by 
prescription, which would see foreign investors 
(many of whom are pension funds) being forced to 
withdraw from South Africa.

• In order to attract domestic and international 
investors into the full spectrum of infrastructure 
assets in South Africa, such assets need to be 
structured as attractive investment opportunities, 
providing revenue streams and risk-return profiles 
that match investors’ return expectations and 
liability structures.

• Domestic retirement funds are already significant 
investors in government or SOE-issued bonds, 
having held, over the past 20 years, on average, 
about 20% of total assets in these bonds.

• Financial institutions have also indirectly participated 
in funding public sector spending through their 
purchases of South African government and SOE 
bonds, valued at some R1.3tr.

• Prescription, therefore, does not seem to be 
of absolute necessity, and even if it were to 
be necessary, it seems to result in unintended 
consequences that will do more harm than good.
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THE DEBATE AROUND IMPLEMENTATION 

IS PRESCRIPTION NECESSARY? CRITICISMS ON PRESCRIPTION: 

On 26 February National Treasury announced draft amendments to Regulation 28 of the Pension Funds Act to encourage 
investment in infrastructure. Treasury has invited public comment on the amendments until 29 March 2021. You can access 

the Government Gazette where the draft amendments were published via this link: https://bit.ly/3uHeyZ7


